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of French literature was thus towards spiritual and
intellectual freedom; what England had achieved
practically, France had still to fight for behind the
barricades of the Revolution. When we turn to
Germany, we find her at a still greater disadvantage;
for the rise of the middle class to influence and power,
as in England, was there only a dream, and not even
that; and the spiritual freedom, freedom of thought,
which France had asserted, was regarded as unholy
daring by the Luther-bound descendants of the race
that had once produced Luther.1 Germany was not
even a nation: but merely a congeries of little states,
bound loosely together by a shadowy union which
rejoiced in the grandiloquent title of the " Holy
Roman Empire of the German Nation ". The people
were ground under a despotism no less real because it
was benevolently exercised by a crowd of princelets,
each of whom aspired to make his court a miniature
Versailles. The Germans of the eighteenth century
were not a political people, nor had they any temptation
to become one ; their literature is guiltless of political
thought—perhaps the single exception is Wieland,
but even in his case the political sense only awakened
late in life. The great German poets had no pride
of nation; they were untrammelled by patriotic
motives, and wrote, not as Germans in the first
instance, but as Europeans. Thus, finding no reson-
ant public life around them, no response to that
struggle for spiritual emancipation which, with
envious eyes, they watched being fought out in
France, they turned their thoughts inward,
The German literature of the eighteenth century
is paramountiy concerned with the individual; the
problems that it handles are problems of the one and
not the many; its practical aim is to remove the
1 Cp. some suggestive pages in V. Hehn's Vber Goetbis Hermann und
Dorothea, Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 29 ff. "Das achtzchnte Jahthundert'% he
says," war in England Industrie]!, in Ftanktcich ernanzipativ, in Deutschland
asthctisch."

